
EXPERIENCE THE TOUR

Home of the  

BEST  
salted codfish 

in Europe!*
-

*biased but not far
from truth



Ektafiskur ehf
Hafnargata 6
621 Hauganesi
Iceland

Tel: +354 466 1016
www.ektafiskur.is
elvar@ektafiskur.is
       /ektafiskur

Hauganes (which is actually a very tiny fishing village) is full of 

surprises. Along with a first class whale watching company the oldest 

producer of salted cod can also be found here; Ektafiskur. For many 

generations the people of Hauganes have worked their backs off 

making the best salted cod found on the northern hemisphere sold to 

Icelandic gourmet supermarkets, finest restaurants and for export to 

high-quality demanding markets.  Now the fifth generation has stared 

working at Ektafiskur vigorously learning the tricks of the trade. 

Welcome to Hauganes City!

Elvar Reykjalín - CEO of Ektafiskur and self proclaimed King of the 

salted codfish.

Hauganes City

Ektafiskur Tour Ektafiskur Kitchen

Packages
1
2
3
4

Enjoy an informative but never ponderous tour 

around the Ektafiskur factory where you will see the 

old methods of making salted cod (bacalao) by hand 

from fresh fish to final product ready to eat. You will 

have a taste of a traditional and popular schnapps 

which will work wonders on your body and soul 

along with a few bits of delicious fermented shark. 

The ones brave enough to devour the shark will 

become a member of prestigious Rotten Shark Club 

of Hauganes. 

Feel free to contact us for further information. We look forward to 
seeing you and giving you and/or your group a day to remember!

At the Ektafiskur kitchen you can taste the 

different traditional dishes made from fresh fish 

and salted cod. You can sit down in a relaxed 

environment with a stunning view to the south 

of Eyjafjördur fjord and enjoy your meal along 

with a glass of wine or locally made beer.  

Fish soup with bread

FOR gROUPS 10+ PERSONS (3+ day NOTICE)

Tour incl. how to handcut a cod + schnapps 
and shark + product tasting

Tour incl. how to handcut a cod + schnapps 
and shark + product tasting + fun “Fear Factor” 
challenge

Full 3 course meal (drinks not incl.) 

We hereby declare that the holder of this card is a member # 

of

Elvar Reykjalín, President

Date:
www.ektafiskur.is


